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the millennium falcon, a ship that can only be called "cool" by people who have never actually been to a galaxy far, far away, pulls up at the foot of the towers. and out comes the team, who are in the middle of a rescue mission to save jonah and to keep the world from being destroyed. the mission: impossible gang meet up at the top of the tower
with a boy named ethan hunt who they ask about the whereabouts of the falcon. they're not told that the ship is heading straight towards the ledge that the tower is built on, they're told that the falcon is lost. "lost?" says ethan. "you mean gone?" ethan continues. "no, no, no, no. the falcon is lost and it's going to be okay." that's the way things were
meant to be, as the falcon is never in danger. at first, the plot didn't seem to have much to do with the world we saw at the end of the last movie. however, the scene where they are trying to get the falcon back online at the top of the tower was interesting. firstly, we see there is a world, which is a place that we don't know and we have never been

to. and secondly, the "villain" is a woman, who is a part of the people that we don't know. mission: impossible – rogue nation's best moments happen when the film features some genuine human emotion. most of the scenes involving cruise's character have an element of fear, the situation is highly dangerous and he's under pressure. the most
obvious example is in the opening action scene where he is escaping from the russian assassins. he's trapped in a snowbound area and has nowhere to run. this is a great scene, with tom cruise playing the tension and fear he's feeling, and the audience experiencing the same thing.
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the new mission: impossible movie is rated pg-13 and opens on july 31, 2015. mission: impossible 5 takes over
the $1.2bn global box office record from star wars (with the force awakens) and spider-man (with the amazing

spider-man 2). mission: impossible 5 is produced by paramount pictures, jerry bruckheimer films, skydance
productions and jeremy kleiner. the first mission: impossible movie, in 1966, was the first international hit for

paramount and its first international box office hit for any actor. thanks to its enormous international success and
star trek-like international reach, paramount has made movies about a fictional group of secret agents that have

outsold every other film series ever made. mission: impossible films have ranked among the top ten highest
grossing films of all time. with rogue nation, paramount is doubling down on the mission: impossible brand. the

franchise has been a solid performer at the box office ever since the movie that started it all, 1966s the
impossible missions force (based on a short-lived television series that aired during the 70s). since then, the
movie mission: impossible iii became a surprise worldwide success that made cruise a star. (it also featured

another unlikely hit: the song you give love a bad name by bon jovi.) rogue nations international returns from the
rest of the world are especially impressive because of its unusual plot, with cruise (with help from john woo)

putting together a team of unlikely rebels to foil a rogue nuclear weapons heist. in all, rogue nation has made
more than $1 billion worldwide since its release last year, and is expected to have a wide international rollout.
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